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At 5:30pm on Monday March 17, 2014 Frederick presented a classical trumpet recital of 20
th
 

century literature in the University Auditorium. The recital consisted of several pieces displaying modern 

instrumental compositional techniques as well as the different instruments commonly performed from the 

trumpet family. His program opened with an exhilarating performance of Tomasi’s Semaine Sainte a 

Cuzco for trumpet and organ.  The program continued with the unaccompanied solo Cascades, composed 

by Allen Vizzutti for the 1981 International Trumpet Guild Conference. Concluding the first half 

Frederick performed Richard Peaslee’s Nightsongs, composed for trumpet and flugelhorn with piano 

accompaniment.  

After the intermission Frederick open the second half of the with the trumpet trio Fanfare for St. 

Edmundsbury composed by Benjamin Britten. The trio featured the use of two additional trumpet players 

from the University, performing their distinct parts from the Auditorium balconies, creating an ominous 

array of musical sounds surrounding the audience. The program continued with the performance of 

Leonard Bernstein’s Rondo for Lifey. To conclude the program Frederick performed Ewazen’s Concerto 

for Trumpet and Strings with a piano reduction.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Frederick Green is currently completing his final requirements at the University of Florida to 

receive his Master’s degree in Trumpet Performance with a secondary concentration in Music 

Education. At the University he is a graduate assistant in both the classical trumpet and jazz studies 

areas. His current duties have led to the assisting in the development and execution of online curriculum 

in the jazz studies area, as well as in classroom experience in jazz improvisation, music theory, and 

trumpet in addition to ensemble instruction. Ensembles directed by Frederick have been featured live 

on ESPN 3, Fox News, and perform regularly for the University in community outreach. 

     As a performer Frederick has recently returned from the first national tour of “Chicago the Musical” 

in China. Orchestral performance experience includes The Jacksonville Symphony Orchestra, The Walt 

Disney World Orchestra, The Bach Festival Society Orchestra Winter Park, The Space Coast Symphony 

Orchestra, and the Central Florida Civic Orchestra.  

         Commercial experience include performing with the jazz legend Sam Rivers, the Flamingos, The 

Four Freshmen, and has been featured as a soloist at Walt Disney’s Taste of the Senses, the Central 

Florida Jazz Society, The Columbus Jazz Society in Columbus GA, and with several school in Orlando, FL. 

He has also been a performer at Universal Studios Florida, SeaWorld Orlando, and Downtown Disney 

Florida. Frederick has been an on call trumpet player for musicals at the Sea Side Theater, Orlando 

Repertory Theater, University of Central Florida Theater, Valencia Community College Theater, Rollins 

College Theater, the Athens Theater, as well as several high schools in Orange and Alachua counties.  

       As he completes his degree requirements at the University of Florida Frederick is working out plans 

as a co-founder to start a non-profit summer music camp for children in Atlanta Ga and Gainesville Fl. 

The camps focus will be giving students the opportunity to learn and experience the humanistic 

elements of music and music education, promoting mot only musical competence but life-long 

enjoyment. Current plans include musical outreach and educational programs for all to promote musical 

competency and enjoyment in a digital age, through media and live performance. 



 

 

Semaine Sainte a Cuzco       Henry Tomasi 

(1901-1971) 

 

Cascades         Allen Vizzutti 

(b.1952) 

 

Nightsongs         Richard Peaslee 

(b.1930) 

 

Fanfare for St. Edmundsbury       Benjamin Britten 

(1913-1976) 

 

Rondo for Lifey        Leonard Bernstein 

(1918-1990) 

 

Concerto for Trumpet        Eric Ewazen 

(b.1954) 

+++++ 

This recital is presented in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree Masters of 

Music in Trumpet Performance with a cognate in Music Education. 



Semaine Sainte a Cuzco is an imaginative representation of Cuzco's Holy Week celebrations. The 

bristling fanfare from the trumpet accompanied by the rumbling of the organs dense harmonies 

sets a daunting mood. 

Casacades was composed and performed by Allen Vizzutti for his 1981 performance at the 

International Trumpet Guild Conference performance. The pieces provides ample challenges for 

any brass musician with its angular and technical passages preformed unaccompanied. 

Vizzutti is a graduate of the Eastman School of music and is internationally celebrated as one of 

the world’s leading trumpet soloist, performing in multiple genres of music. 

“Nightsongs was commissioned by trumpeter Harold Lieberman for a recital at Carnegie Hall. It 

is one of the very few pieces composed specifically for flugelhorn solo and features the dark 

lyric qualities of the instrument. It can be performed on symphonic programs with a large string 

section, with chamber orchestra strings, or in recital in its piano version. It can also be 

performed equally as well with either clarinet or trumpet solo and in a recent arrangement for 

flugelhorn and wind ensemble by Chuck Dotas.” — Richard Peaslee 

Fanfare for St. Edmundsbury presents three very unique fanfares each performed as separate 

verses played in turn. The solo differ in thematic material, time signature, and key signature 

giving the piece a chaotic representation when each of the three fanfares are performed 

simultaneously. As the fanfare reach the end Britten as composed a defining resolution with the 

appearance of block chords providing the piece a sense of completion. 

Rondo for Lifey, for Trumpet and Piano 

Rondo for Lifey was a piece composed Leonard Bernstein. Bernstein composed this piece in 

dedication to Julie Holiday’s Skye terrier and captures the playful character of the animal in this 

quaint piece. It was composed for a five piece series for brass instruments that was 

commissioned by the Julliard Music Foundation in 1959. 

Concerto composed by Ewazen was originally composed for trumpet and strings but has been 

adapted for trumpet and piano. This selection presents a very modern approach of technical 

and musical changes as it incorporates many avenues of technique, multiple tonging as well as 

linear phrasing with a playful interplay with the accompaniment. 


